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Abstract
One of the biggest challenges for future urban design is to cope with suburbia and sprawl. This paper investigates how sprawl can be compacted in terms of spatial morphology. New ‘user-related’ location density measures, like spaciousness and compactness, are introduced that integrate floor area, axiality of pedestrian network, and public open space. These and ‘administrative’ area density measures are applied to two modernist suburbs in Stockholm, Björkhagen and Rågsved (1946-1957), and four strategic densification scenarios: 'New urbanism', 'New regularism', 'New conservatism', and 'New modernism'. The results show that the suburbs can increase by 100% in Floor Area Ratio in the first two and but only 20-40% in the other two. Floor area accessibility, however, is influenced by network accessibility more than plot density. Public open space is needed to uphold spaciousness and compactness. To conclude, tree-like morphologies seem rational in peripheral low density suburbs with a lot of public open space, but when densified the grid becomes more necessary to uphold compactness. Even though densification by 'New urbanism' or 'New regularism' in modernist suburbia is improbable due to political reality, they point out possible ways to compact more efficiently modernist sprawl as well as the need for further research.
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1.Introduction
One of the biggest challenges for future urban planning and design is how to cope with sprawl, or more specifically, with the suburbia that has been built over the last century (see GUST, 2000; Xaveer De Geyter, 2002; COST, 2005; EEA, 2006). Many planners and designers are now asking this question - How can suburbia be densified and what is the role of public open space? Contemporary European and American cities consist of 5-50% public open space, often with a large share of public parks, nature areas, and green belts (Peterson, 2002; SCB, 2002; Oh and Jeong, 2007). This comprises huge amounts of potential development and value for the building and real estate industry, which subsequently could make a major contribution to urban growth. Normally, open space is scarcer in dense central areas, yet highly urbanized areas like Manhattan in New York and the inner city of Stockholm have 5-15% public open space. Why is this space not built up? So far, there is very little research in economic geography or urban morphology that explains this (COST, 2005, pp. 267-273).
In Sweden, suburban densification started seriously in the 1980s. It has been called 'building the city inwards' or 'city healing' where the former has been the paradigm for the City Plan of Stockholm since 1999. Many policies, such as Stockholm's City Plan and the 'Urban renaissance' program introduced in the U.K. (Rogers, 2005), proposed to build on semi-central industrial land and save green space due to environmental concerns and Not-In-My-Backyard effects. In many big cities such as Stockholm, many of the brownfield developments have now been planned and built. However, they have all been criticized for being too dense, lacking green space, and often not child friendly enough, especially since a lot more families than was expected have moved in (Miljöförvaltningen, 2007). The Stockholm City Planning Authority has now, in the beginning of the 21st century, reached a point where it can no longer rely on the comfortable strategy of avoiding green space exploitation by building on brownfields and parking lots. The pressure on the inner rather dispersed “green” suburbs is too strong. The demand for new urban design strategies on how to deal with this is expressed in the current discourse among planners.

When we have developed Hammarby Sjöstad, Liljeholmen, Norra Station, Västra Kungsholmen and Värtan [semi central industrial areas], we will definitely look at the voids of suburbia, often the green spaces that separates our suburbs. [...] Today we want city life, that's the megatrend. Hence we can densify and increase the density we got. But if we are going to develop these voids, how do we do it?” Bengt Andrén, head of suburban planning, Stockholm City (Berkefelt, et al., 2007, author's translation)

Stockholm is not unique. Many big cities are facing great planning and design challenges when it comes to the densification of suburbia and its open spaces, i.e., 'compact sprawl'.

2. Theory and methodology

The background described above has been outlined in dialogue with a reference group from the Stockholm City Planning Administration and the following study is based on a commission from the same authority to deepen the understanding of the concept of densification and to test suburban densification scenarios. Therefore, this study examines these issues and ideas central for urban design practice in Stockholm today. The theory and methodology used in the study is basically grounded in the research field of urban morphology. The scenario techniques used are developed within the field of contemporary future studies.

2.1. Research questions

The research questions that were formulated together with the reference group from the Stockholm City Planning Authority can be summarised as follows.

- How can modernist suburbia be densified?
- What are the critical measures of spatial morphology when it comes to suburban densification?
- Are there ways to overcome the apparent conflict between densification and the need for public open (green) space?
The first question is very general and refers to the historical urban designs and structures in modernist Stockholm today and what are possible and probable future forms of densification. The second question refers to how these new forms are identified, measured, and analysed in the contemporary city. The last question refers to one of the major tasks that face densification since it by conventional definition consumes is open space. In a previous study of ten city districts in Stockholm, Ståhle (2005, 2007) claimed that there could be “more green space in a denser city” because existing urban structures have both high density and high public open (green) space accessibility. An important aim of this study is to investigate to what degree this also would be true for different densification scenarios applied in one and the same area.

2.2. Spatial density measurements
In recent decades, there has been extensive research and development when it comes to measuring urban density development, especially in the fields of sprawl (Frenkel and Ashkenazi, 2008) and walkability (Lee and Moudon, 2006). Many of these indices have been proved to be useful tools for urban studies but limited as tools for an urban designer since few are specifically morphological and few address the detailed scale of urban district or neighbourhood.

It is of great importance to look at both ‘administrative’ and ‘user-related’ measures, in this study distinguished as area density and location density. What is fundamental to the approach of this study is a basic division between urban built-up areas and public open spaces.

2.2.1. Area density measures
The area based density measures are especially useful from the urban administrator (developer) point of view, or for an urban designer that needs to control the development of space. We use five area density measures: Floor Area Ratio (FAR), Share of Built Space (SBS), Share of Open Space (SOS), Open Space Ratio (OSR), and Spatial Compactness Ratio (SCR).

- **FAR**  
  \[ \text{FAR} = \frac{\text{Floor area}}{\text{Site area}} \]

- **SBS**  
  \[ \text{SBS} = \frac{\text{Building footprint}}{\text{Site area}} \]

- **SOS**  
  \[ \text{SOS} = \frac{\text{Open space area}}{\text{Site area}} \]

- **OSR**  
  \[ \text{OSR} = \frac{\text{Open space area}}{\text{Floor area}} \]

- **SCR**  
  \[ \text{SCR} = \frac{\text{Open space area} \times \text{Floor area}}{\text{Site area}^2} = \text{SOS} \times \text{FAR} \]

FAR is the most basic and widespread spatial density measure used in urban morphology, development, management, planning, and design. It can be used for estimating the amount of floor area, apartments, development costs, etc. For the analysis of density in regions, people/hectare is a more common measure among regional planners and geographers. The share of built space (SBS) on a site is often related to FAR, highlighting the relation to number of floors and OSR as shown in the left figure below. The OSR, introduced in the 1920s by Anton Hoenig, is a quantitative of measure of spaciousness (Hoenig, 1928). It is still used in New York City's zoning regulations to create open space (NYC, 2008).
2.2.2 Eight location density measures

How densification affects lived and perceived urban space and how “urban” quality and intensity emerge can only be studied properly by location-based measures. We have chosen eight pedestrian-based location density measures that capture different dimensions of the intensity of urban life and environmental quality.

These measures are similar to the models developed in the field of walkability and in transportation research, which emphasizes land use and Euclidean distance (Cervero and Kockelman 1997; Talen, 2003; Lee and Moudon, 2006); however, they address spatial morphology and cognitive topological distance (Hillier, 1996; Ståhle, et al., 2005). The eight location measures are described below.

A. **Axial line integration**: The space to move around in, in our case in the pedestrian network, is a space that connects people and attractions in cities. This network creates accessibility and distributes densities and open space to people. The ‘axial line integration’ measure, developed within space syntax research, captures the connectivity of the public street and pathway network represented by the least amount of axial lines that cover all its possible routes (Hillier and Hanson, 1984). The measure captures the concentration of social and economical activities in cities (Hillier, et al., 1993; Hillier, 1996; Vaughn, 2007). Hence, increased network accessibility affects the performance of density. In this study, we have chosen radius 6 integration since it has been proven to capture the spatial characteristic of urban and suburban areas in Stockholm (Ståhle, et al., 2005).

B. **Entrance density**: This is a general measure used in urban morphology that captures the density of entrances along streets and pathways, here measured as number of entrances per 100 meters along axial lines. This measure is closely related to the intensity of activities in urban public space, since every entrance represents a possibility for the interior life of buildings to activate public space (Hillier, 2004; Gehl, et al., 2006). In terms of density, entrances connect the interior density in plots to the perceived and lived density in exterior public space.

C. **Floor area accessibility**: This measure calculates the accessibility to floor area within a certain distance. It can be seen as the location version of FAR. This analysis can be said to roughly represent the potential local market or population within radius from a certain location and hence some kind of socio-economic potential and the conditions for the level of service (LOS). It is a measure that integrates network accessibility and plot density. We use radius 6 in axial steps since it has been proven to correlate to pedestrian flow in Stockholm’s urban and suburban settings (Ståhle, et al., 2005).

D. **Ambiterritory**: When cities are densified, territoriality becomes increasingly intensified. Modernist suburbs built as freestanding buildings in green space generally have a lot of open space that one can call ‘ambiterritory’, or no-man’s-land, where private and public collide creating territorial...
ambivalence. Ambiterritory is here calculated by a 10-meter buffer around buildings that is not cancelled by a 10-meter buffer from a street, a pathway, or an entrance (Ståhle, 2007). Increase in ambiterritory can generally be said to decrease useful public open space, which is important to densification analysis.

E. Public open space proximity: Proximity to public open (green) space is crucial to attractive housing and to urban density (COST, 2005). Research shows that 300 meters is a limit for everyday green space use (Grahn and Stigsdotter, 2003) and 1000 meters is a limit to recreational forests (Hörnsten and Fredman, 2000). Other research shows that axial step distance - changes in direction - correlates with the actual and experienced visit frequency to green space (Ståhle, 2005). In our study, we use walking network distance in meters and in axial steps.

F. Public open space accessibility: The accessibility to open space here means the sum of all public open space within reach. Public open space is multiplied with a qualitative factor of the direct use value from a 'sociotope map' (Ståhle, 2006) and accessibility is limited by 1000-meter distance and open spaces are weighted according to axial step distance (Ståhle, 2005). Accessibility to public green space is a major planning issue, especially in Nordic countries. In the suburbs, public open space basically equals public green space in terms of quantity.

G. Location spaciousness: This measure is calculated by dividing open space accessibility (E) with floor area accessibility (C). It can be seen as the location version of OSR. This aims to capture the spatial conditions for potential congestion in public open space that may encourage suburban sprawl.

H. Location compactness: This measure, described as location SCR, is calculated by multiplying open space accessibility (E) and floor area accessibility (C). This measure aims to capture the spatial production of urban sprawl, i.e. inefficient non-compact spread-out morphology.

Each of these density measures is applied to the existing situation in the study areas and to the four designed scenarios. All analyses are made using the GIS-software MapInfo. A is done with the application Confeego (http://www.spacesyntax.net/software). C, E, F, G, and H were done with the application The Place Syntax Tool (Ståhle, et al., 2005, http://www.arch.kth.se/sad).

2.3. Study Areas
Planning Administration. There were two main criteria for choosing the study areas. First, they had to be interesting for future long-term densification, but not in an active planning state at the moment. Second, the areas had to be divided into two sub-areas: one sub-area representing densification within a built-up district in the small open spaces between buildings and the other sub-area representing densification of the large open spaces in-between districts.
The two study areas represent the narrow time span of a decade (1946-1957) in Swedish post war modernism, yet they are morphologically quite different. In the Stockholm City Plan from 1999, Björkhagen is categorized as a “thin-slab-suburb” (*Smalhusstad*) and Rågsved as a “city-satellite” (*ABC-stad*).

Björkhagen and Nytorpsgärde
The in-district built-up sub-area, the Björkhagen sub-area, has FAR 0.38 and OSR 1.06. The in-between sub-area basically consists of the large public green area called Nytorpsgärde, facing three other districts, Hammarbyhöjden, Kärrtorp, and Dalen.

Rågsved and Rågsveds friområde
The in-district built-up sub-area, the Rågsved sub-area, has FAR 0.43 and OSR 0.76. The in-between sub-area consists of the large public green area called Rågsveds friområde, facing one other district, Fagersjö, to the east.

2.4. Scenarios
How then can modernist suburbia be densified? In other words, what are the possible densification scenarios? What is needed is an explorative approach to densification, similar to what Börjesson et al. (2006, p. 728) call strategic scenarios. The aim of strategic scenarios is to describe a range of possible consequences of strategic decisions, in our case different densification strategies. The goals are not absolute but target variables, such as the area and location density measures, are used to evaluate different strategies.

The selection of strategic scenarios is decided by what is considered as possible futures, in our case possible densification strategies. Since municipal planning has so far been rather strong in Sweden and in Stockholm, urban development has been quite predictable, following certain design doctrines. From the 1980s, planning has been increasingly market-oriented, an approach that has
made design more diverse. In this early stage of the 21st century we can clearly see some dominating urban design trends in Stockholm. For example, there is one leaning towards conservation and another driven by the market, an economist trend.

How can we then translate these trends into morphological terms? A rather simplified but still fundamental way of defining conservationist densification would be to say that it tries to mimic existing building types, to keep new development within existing building height, and to use existent street systems. In the 1940s, modernist suburbia would mean constructing mostly thin lamella buildings. An economist densification strategy, on the other hand, would be to follow the existing building typology but raise the building height to increase floor area ratio, but still keeping within the existent street systems because new streets mean additional development cost. This design strategy could be labelled ‘New modernism’ since it is conventionally rational and tends to produce point buildings housing, such as a Le Corbusian ‘city of towers’ (Hall, 1988). These two strategies are the most common in the current suburban densification incrementalism that is taking place in Stockholm today.

An internationally strong urban design trend, maybe the major counter reaction to modernism, is ‘New urbanism’. This design doctrine has been gradually developing since the 1980s due to the demand both for higher development densities and the renaissance of urban lifestyles. ‘New urbanism’ has emphasized the street, which was erased by modernist traffic planning, as well as adapting to the local scale (Jacobs, 1961). Hence, a crude definition of a ‘New urbanism’ densification strategy could be that it tries to add new development that preserves established building height and is also open for an extended street network, favouring a more block-like building typology. Following our simple but fundamental search for possible densification strategies, what remains is one where both building height and street networks are increased. This kind of urban design doctrine could be called ‘New regularism’, referring to the planning schemes of late 19th century. This approach combined densification with upgrading of public space including not only streets and squares but also parks and green areas. This strategy is not often used in suburban densification today, mainly due to the big supply of (public) open space and expected high development costs. However, new large-scale developments such as Hammarby sjöstad and NW Kungsholmen in Stockholm can be considered regularist-like in many ways.

Although our study is mainly strategic, exploring densification, it has apparent normative connotations since the densification strategies can be used as planning goals. Börjesson et al. (2006) defines this as normative preserving scenarios, where the task is to find out how a certain target can be efficiently met. From the municipal planner’s point of view, it is important that densification supports “sustainable development” and that the lack of housing is solved. This will allow the scenarios to be used to study which design strategy is preferable given these planning goals. Since the core aim of our study is to evaluate experimental densification by spatial density measures, these measures do not directly address these goals. Rather, the results are used to discuss the role of spatial morphology and design in densification planning.
2.4.1. Urban design of scenarios

The identification of the densification strategies, as well as their rather simplified urban design definitions, were first formulated in a workshop at the Spatial Analysis and Design research group at The Royal Institute of Technology and then acknowledged by the reference group from the Stockholm City Planning Administration as accurate, providing interesting generalizations of the current urban design trends in Stockholm.

1. 'New urbanism': This scenario investigates the effects of an urban design strategy that allows for extension of the street network, but keeps new buildings under the established building height, which is 3.2 floors in Björkhagen, and 3.8 in Rågsved, and also following 'New urbanism' design principles of closed blocks that measures about 60 X 100 meters. Building width is about 12 meters and street width about 15 meters.

2. 'New regularism': This scenario investigates the effects of an urban design strategy that allows for extension of the street network and increases the building height by 50%, which means 4.8 floors in Björkhagen and 5.6 floors in Rågsved, but also preserves and enhances some parks. The street and block structure is the same as in the new urbanism scenario.

![Figure 2. New Urbanism](image1)

*Figure 2. New Urbanism*

The 'New Urbanism' densification scenarios for Björkhagen-Nytorpgärde and Rågsved-Rågsveds frimärke study areas. 3D-illustration of Björkhagen-Nytorpgärde by Stockholms Stadsbyggnadskontor, Stadsmätningsavdelningen, Mats Lilja, July 2008.
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*Figure 3. New Regularism*

This scenario investigates the effects of an urban design strategy that allows for extension of the street network and increases the building height by 50%, which means 4.8 floors in Björkhagen and 5.6 floors in Rågsved, but also preserves and enhances some parks. The street and block structure is the same as in the new urbanism scenario.

3. 'New conservatism': This scenario investigates the effects of an urban design strategy that preserves the street network as well as the building height. The typology used is lamella buildings with a width about 12 meters and a length of 50-100 meters and placed within a distance of 20 meters of each other along existing streets. In Nytorpsgärde and Rågsveds friområde, where there are no existing streets, the street network is designed according to the conventional tree-like structure of the existing sub-areas. In Rågsveds friområde, new buildings are placed according to the latest new development in Rågsved.

4. 'New modernism': This scenario investigates the effects of an urban design strategy that allows for a preserved street network, but increases the building height by 100% to 6.4 floors in Björkhagen and 7.5 floors in Rågsved. Point buildings with a width of about 20 meters wide are placed within a distance of about 30 meters of each other along existing streets. The dimensions of new streets in Nytorpsgärde and Rågsveds friområde are the same as in the 'New conservatism' strategy.
3. Results

The four 'administrative' area density measures and the eight 'user-related' location density measures were applied to the existing situation (0) and the four densification scenarios (1, 2, 3, and 4) in the four sub-areas. Although the result patterns are significant, it is important to have in mind that we are dealing with two thoroughly planned modernist areas with an unusual amount of internal and external public green space in a European and in a North American suburban context.

3.1. Area density statistics

The area density results are rather self-evident from the administrative point of view given the definitions of the different scenarios.

The greatest increase in FAR is created by scenarios 1 and 2 (90-104 %), and the least increase is created by 3 (27-32 %). Although the number of apartments and residents could double with scenarios 1 and 2, the area density in the districts would be just half of inner city Stockholm.

New urbanism' essentially erases all municipal open space in the built-up sub-areas. 'New regularism' more than halves municipal open space. Scenarios 3 and 4 save municipal open space. This means that the design strategies that add new streets and choose block shapes clearly encourages higher area densities and housing production but erase open space. The cost of public open space will decrease as indicated in the OSR; however, the need for enhancement park design and maintenance due to increased wear and tear is then not accounted for.

OSR decreases in all scenarios, especially in 1. When it comes to SCR, it roughly follows the same line of decrease although 2 upholds a significant amount of SCR compared to 1. In administrative terms, this would mean that compactness measured in SCR is difficult to uphold when densifying these type of modernist structures that are quite well planned with an OSR of about 1.0. The results for the location density measures, however, are rather different and in many ways contradictory.

3.2. Location density statistics

We now move to density measurements that start from locations and accessibilities. The results from the location density measures are presented as averages for all axial line (A, B) or address points (C, E, F, G, H) within the sub-areas, except 'ambiterritory' (D), which is measured by percentage of the sub-area.

A. Axial line integration

The axial line integration analyses show how surrounding spatial morphologies affect the network accessibility within the sub-areas. To start, Björkhagen is from the beginning much more integrated into its surroundings than Rågsved. This means that Björkhagen is more affected by surrounding networks and densities. An in-between grid at Nytorpsgärde connecting Björkhagen increases axial
line integration significantly more than making an internal grid within Björkhagen. In Rågsved, the case is the opposite. Rågsved is too segregated to be connected by Rågsveds frimärke. Instead, spatial integration is increased by an internal grid. Naturally, integration is the highest in all sub-areas when there is a well-connected street grid in all sub-areas.

Since many of the following analyses are based on the axial line as a distance measurement, the axial line integration analysis indicates and explains many of these results. In fact, from the user point of view, a location can be densified only by making better connections to surrounding settlements.

B. Entrance density

If an increasing amount of entrances along the everyday paths means higher intensity of activities in public space, and therefore in a sense higher density, 1 would be most activating and 4 the least since point buildings only means one entrance per building. The average entrance density in the inner city and in the detached housing areas in Stockholm is 4-6 per 100 meter, which is about the level reached in Björkhagen with 1 and 2. Björkhagen is consistently higher because it has a more street orientated building structure. A major conclusion is that outward facing blocks do the best work to increase density in the sense measured here.

C. Floor area accessibility

The peripheral location of Rågsved becomes even more evident with this measure. In the existing situation, floor area accessibility is a third of Björkhagen. Interestingly, Nytorpsgärde has slightly higher floor area accessibility than the built up Björkhagen. This would mean that there could be a
higher socio-economic potential in the in-between park than in the built up area. This relation is the opposite in Rågsved because Rågsveds frimråde is not really connecting to any settlement. These relations stay unchanged in the scenarios, indicating that it is difficult to change the basic relations between district centre and periphery in the suburbs although it is possible to raise spatial potential generally. Scenario 1 and 2 in Rågsved and Rågsveds frimråde raises floor area accessibility up to the level of the existing Björkhagen. The same densification strategies, however, double floor area accessibility in Björkhagen and 3 and 4 change floor area accessibility only marginally.

D. Ambiterritory
Due to the open modernist morphology of slabs and point buildings in Björkhagen and Rågsved, a lot of ambiterritory, or no-man's-land, is created where there is no clear definition of public and private space. As much as 10% of open space can be said to be difficult to use due to territorial confusion. However, when a street grid is introduced and buildings are organized in more enclosed blocks, as in 1 and 2, ambiterritory is basically erased. On the other hand, 3 and 4 increases ambiterritory. One can say that densification erases bits of public open space from the citizens, but can be used to also 'give back' space by making clearer distinctions between private and public space. In 1 and 2, there are the many small stretches of green space that embeds buildings, roads, and walkways creating a lush green setting, a quality that is well-known and highly appreciated by residents. It is without doubt that 1 and 2 will change the landscape character, especially in terms of territoriality.

E. Public open space proximity
Although densification is quite extensive (in 1 public open space is completely erased in-district) public open space proximity does not exceed 300 meters. In 3 and 4, changes are marginal. The most intriguing thing is that a few carefully placed parks in 3 make a great difference, keeping the proximity in spite of the densification. The axial results look similar to the metric. The increased street grid cannot help densification in 1 since there is a great shortage of public open space in district. In addition, existing urban structure and topography restricts the possibilities to make more direct connections. Nonetheless, Nytorpsgärde gains from the increased street grid. This clearly indicates that there are no direct relations between densification and change in open space access from the user's points of view.

F. Public open space accessibility
Although Björkhagen and Rågsved are surrounded by large nature areas, Björkhagen reaches almost double on this measure. The major reason for this is that Nytorpsgärde is a large park with many use values. Usually parks score higher than nature in number of use values. Then looking at 1 it does not decrease public open space accessibility in Björkhagen since the street network is radically improved. In Björkhagen, 2 even raises the values by 5% since some parks are saved and improved by one or two use values. Since accessibility is not improved and some public open space is erased by densification in the other two scenarios, the values decrease by 10-13%. In Rågsved, the values decrease about 30% in all scenarios but scenario 2, where the decrease is only 7%.
G. Location spaciousness

It is evident that location spaciousness decreases in all scenarios. By increasing both building mass and network accessibility, as in 1 and 2, spaciousness is radically decreased. The value is slightly over 0.5; the location OSR in the inner city is still about half of this level. Rågsved seems to be a little more sensitive to densification since spaciousness decreases relatively more here. This can possibly be explained by the lower public open space accessibility. Björkhagen would then have a greater resilience to potential congestion since it has a lot of surrounding public open space to benefit from.

H. Location compactness

The figures show clearly that densification does not generally increase compactness. In 3 and 4 in Rågsved, compactness actually decreases due to the loss of public open space. In Björkhagen, 3 and 4 compactness basically stays unchanged. However, in 1 and especially in 2 compactness increases significantly in both study areas, which in reality means a radical change in settlement character.

3.3. Sub-area FAR related to location measures

In the study, there are some particularly interesting non-correlations that contradict common sense about how densification affects perceived and lived (user-related) density.

The relation between sub-area FAR and floor area accessibility reveals some correlation in every scenario, but no evident correlation was noted between the different scenarios. The major reason is the impact of street and pathway network accessibility (axial line integration) as well as in the entrance locality.

In Björkhagen, there is an almost inverse relationship between sub-area FAR and public open space accessibility. Hence we can confirm earlier studies that claimed there could be “more green space [from the user point of view] in a denser city [from an administrator point of view]” (Ståhle, 2005). There is no evident relationship between an increase in FAR, the loss of public open space, and public open space accessibility. It all has to do with how public open spaces are designed and located within the street-pathway system in relation to where people live.

Interesting patterns emerge when we look at the relation between sub-area FAR and location OSR. It seems that there is some sort of location OSR limit to area FAR levels, given the possible scenarios. This could explain why it is rational to build tree-like segregated structures at certain densities in suburbia. For example, Rågsved is relatively spacious compared to its FAR although not very resilient to densification.

The relation between location SCR and area FAR is quite clear. An increase in area FAR and increased network accessibility creates the highest raise in compactness. The increased network accessibility also means that in-district and surrounding public open space becomes more accessible, raising compactness even more, moving to the upper right in the scattergram. We claim that sprawl-like densification is a move to the right or even the lower right.
3.4. Relations between location measures
If we look at the relationships between different location measures, we can explain the importance of accessibility. Correlations were calculated for all sub-areas, which means that they are not really related in reality since they have different contexts. Yet it is interesting to see if there is some relationship between areas.

Area-level densification means less public open space, a well-known limitation to urban designers. However, our results show some contradictory correlation ($R^2=0.5526$): higher floor area accessibility means higher public space accessibility. This is, of course, a result of axial line network accessibility that by its connectivity has increased compactness. Naturally there is a strong correlation between axial line integration (radius 6) and location SCR, $R^2=0.8341$. One can say that an integrated street and pathway system brings buildings and public open spaces together, making them accessible to each other.

The relationship between axial line integration (radius 6) and location OSR reveals the specific roles of street and pathway network. The correlation ($R^2=-0.4619$) indicates, as expected, that by increasing the accessibility spaciousness will decrease. There seems to be a limit to spaciousness when it comes to axial line integration. Very high network accessibility can increase risk of spatial congestion, which once again can explain why tree-like morphologies in suburbia can be rational where there is a lot of public open space.

Finally, the relationship between location SCR and location OSR, represented by the L-shaped result pattern in the diagram, tells us that there seems to be a limit to how great spaciousness can be created in very compact urban environments. And reversely, low compactness has low risk for congestion: it needs little public open space to feel spacious.

4. Discussion and conclusions
In the paper, we have tried to identify and measure urban density, densification, compactness, spaciousness and sprawl in morphological terms so that it can be useful for the urban designer. Most important, it has presented new location density measures that integrate floor area, axiality of street and pathway network, and the use value of public open space.

In conclusion, from our study the relationship between densification, compactness, and spaciousness can in spatial terms be described as follows. Essentially densification does not change compactness since it also decreases public open space. However, compactness can be increased by raising building height, improving public open space, and increasing the accessibility of the street and pathway network. Second, densification normally decreases spaciousness since public open space is erased and floor area is added. However, spaciousness can be increased (or at least minimized) by
improving public open space and increasing accessibility to areas with higher spaciousness since increased accessibility of the street and pathway network tends to even out spaciousness between areas.

We have found that these new measures allow us to make a straightforward user-related morphological definition of sprawl-like development, starting from a basic division of built space and open space. Since all urban development, if there is no tearing down, is densification, one cannot not generally say that densification is the opposite of sprawl. We do suggest separating the morphological nature of sprawl and the morphological causes of sprawl. A simple proposal for a definition of the nature of sprawl is urban development that decreases compactness, in our terms the product of floor area accessibility and public open space-accessibility. Compactness, or location SCR, can thus identify sprawl-like development, but it does not explain why it occurs.

A cause of sprawl, we propose, can instead be identified by the measurement of spaciousness or location OSR. If a new urban development decreases spaciousness, it raises the risk that people will move to less congested areas. This explains why it is used in Manhattan to create public open space (NYC, 2008). Spaciousness also explains the vast low-density detached housing suburbs that are sprawling into the green edge of the city. It is more than just the fact that people have their own gardens; a small public green area here can feel like a large forest since there are so few real and potential visitors in it. The real estate market can also be freer since there is little risk of creating the congestion that people moved from in the inner city. However, the experience of congestion is culturally defined. The tolerance to congestion is different in Sweden than it is, for example, in India. There are also sub-cultural differences. Families tend to move away from congestion while youth tend to move towards it.

We can now define many things as sprawl-like that are not usually labelled this way. For example, one can claim that developing detached housing in Central Park in New York 1) is urban sprawl since it decreases compactness and 2) will probably cause suburban sprawl since it may create congestion that will lead to residential flight to spacious settlements in the city fringe. This is, of course, an extreme example to make a point.

Clearly, 'New conservatism' and 'New modernism' densification strategies are sprawl-like since they do not really increase location compactness in the current context. Do any of the scenarios risk congestion that can lead to residential flight and sprawl somewhere else? The short answer is, probably no. The most extreme densification scenario 'New urbanism' in Björkhagen still has about the double spaciousness of the inner city since Björkhagen is set in extremely green surroundings. We can also conclude that a well connected street and pathway grid can lead to unnecessary congestion if there is a lot of public open space; that is, tree-like morphologies such as the green modernist suburbs can combine compactness and spaciousness. However, when these areas are densified and public
open space become scarce, increased network accessibility is needed to uphold public open space accessibility, a situation that can lead to congestion. This is a true densification paradox that urban planners and designers face.

If we look at the social, economical, ecological, and spatial challenges facing future cities, the picture can hardly be broken down to a set of particularities. The city is a complex system that integrates things and creates synergies by external effects. If the costs of sprawl grow, as Burchell et al. (1998) and Haughey (2005) argue, the current sprawl-like densification of Stockholm is creating obstacles for future development towards compactness and spaciousness. Many people talk about sustainable development. We claim that for a city to survive in the long term, it must find a balance between congestion and sprawl, spaciousness and compactness. If energy and transportation costs increase post peak-oil, which seems to be likely, we will become more dependent on walking, bicycling, and public transportation. This, as well as many other infrastructural investments, will demand a higher compactness that can be created by taller buildings, higher quality public open space, and a more efficient street and pathway network. It is possible that future urban economies will not be able to afford the transportation costs of sprawl and more compact cities will increase its competitiveness. A spatially compact city should hence be more equitable and resilient to change in this respect, since many compact urban areas already today stand up to the competition against more sprawling cities. This is a vast growing field of research that only has begun to be explored by urban analysts and urban morphologists.
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